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Rich Milliman is the CEO of Extra Duty Solutions, a service 
that helps law enforcement agencies administer their extra 
duty programs. Rich’s professional background focuses on 
business services and operations. After serving as a 
management consultant for McKinsey and Company, Rich 
ran portfolio marketing and operations at Bank One’s credit 
card unit. He then ran several emerging and mid-sized 
businessbusiness services firms for a European family o ce. Prior to 
co-founding Extra Duty Solutions, Rich played an active role 
in operational risk, security, and back-o ce operations at 
the world’s largest hedge fund.

Before Extra Duty Solutions, no service specifically helped 
law enforcement agencies with their extra duty programs. 
In 2015, Rich realized there was an ine ciency in the way 
extra duty was being administered and started Extra Duty 
Solutions with his colleague, Adam Bryan. It has grown to 
the largest extra duty service company in the U.S. and is now 
active in over 60 departments across the country. These 
seservices include handling client interaction, scheduling, 
client invoicing and collections, o cer payment, feedback -- 
all aspects of the extra-duty program administration. Law 
enforcement agencies maintain control of all management 
decisions associated with their program - Extra Duty 
Solutions does the work and eliminates the financial risk.

- Ethics of Extra Duty Programs - What are the pros and cons?
- Characteristics of well-run and poorly-run extra duty programs 
- Cost considerations around extra duty programs
- What to consider when starting an extra duty program

SUGGESTED TOPICS

What does a “good” extra duty program look 
like?

What issues have you seen with extra duty 
programs?

Who does having an extra duty program benefit, 
and how so?

What adviWhat advice would you have for police chiefs, 
municipal BAs, and CFOs regarding extra duty 
programs?

How can extra duty programs avoid being in the 
newspaper for the wrong reasons?

What are the best pWhat are the best practices for starting an 
extra-duty program? What are some pitfalls to 
avoid?
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